
CARDIFF: They came to see another explosive
knockout from Anthony Joshua, the flattening of a 36-
year-old journeyman opponent called up at 12 days’
notice to fight heavyweight boxing’s new superstar.
So when the referee moved in midway through the
10th round to stop Joshua administering more pun-
ishment to the game but beaten-up Carlos Takam, the
78,000-strong crowd made their feelings known.

Jeers rained down from
all sides of the Principality
Stadium on Saturday after
Joshua’s 20th straight pro-
fessional victory was
sealed. He’d got through an
uncomfortable fight with a
busted nose and his WBA
and IBF belts intact, but his
army of fans wanted more.

“I think people wanted
to see Takam unconscious
on the floor,” Joshua said.
“My shorts and boots were white at the start and now
they are pure pink,” he added. “It’s the ref’s job to
allow the fighter to live another day.”

Fighting for the first time since beating Wladimir
Klitschko in April, Joshua was unexpectedly taken
beyond seven rounds for only the second time of his
pro career as Takam - a veteran of 40 fights - lived
up to his reputation as a tough, durable opponent.

The Frenchman, an injury replacement for Kubrat
Pulev and giving up nearly 30 pounds (13 kilograms)
to Joshua, took an eight count in the fourth round
after toppling from a left hook and fought on with a
cut above his right eye that twice required treatment.

He absorbed some big shots and also had a cut over
his left eye by the time Joshua caught him with a
hook-uppercut combination in the 10th.

Joshua was moving in to land more blows when the
referee stopped the fight. Takam shook his head in
disgust and many in the crowd booed the decision.

“I don’t know why the referee stopped the match,”
said Takam, whose name was cheered after the fight.

Joshua was fighting at the
heaviest weight of his pro-
fessional career - 254.8
pounds (115.6 kilograms) -
and predicted a grueling
slog against an experi-
enced opponent that gets
in close and works the
body.

It got even trickier for
Joshua when the fighters
clashed heads in the sec-
ond round, leaving the

Briton with blood streaming from his nose. Joshua
looked frustrated at times, and even showboated in
the seventh round by walking into 

Takam’s range with his arms out and head down,
then shaking his head as Takam threw a punch. He
was constantly talking to Takam, attempting to draw
him in.

“I had to keep my cool,” Joshua said. The win set
up Joshua for a unification fight in 2018 with either
WBO champion Joseph Parker or WBC champion
Deontay Wilder, though initially he may need to face
a mandatory challenger for the WBA belt.

Especially in Britain, Joshua has become a phe-

nomenon, easily packing out big stadiums - there
were 90,000 fans at Wembley against Klitschko,
and almost as many at Cardiff on Saturday - but

fighting in the United States, or maybe Africa or the
Middle East, does interest him. “I’ll fight anyone,”
Joshua said. — AP
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SCOTTSDALE: Oakland Athletics catcher Bruce Maxwell has been
arrested in Arizona after a food delivery person alleged he pointed a gun
at her. Maxwell was the only player in Major League Baseball to take a
knee this year during the national anthem to protest racial injustice.
Scottsdale police say officers went to Maxwell’s home Saturday night
after getting a call about a person with a gun. Maxwell was
booked on charges of aggravated assault with a deadly
weapon and disorderly conduct. Police said Maxwell was
held in custody pending an initial court appearance. It
wasn’t known if he had an attorney who could comment on
his behalf. TMZ Sports first reported the arrest. The 26-
year-old Maxwell hit .237 with three home runs and 22
RBIs in 76 games this season. He was projected to be
Oakland’s starting catcher next year. — AP

SHANGHAI: Alberto Contador’s final race yesterday marks the “end of an
era” for cycling, Tour de France champion Chris Froome said, while adding
that he won’t necessarily miss the competitive Spanish legend. Both riders
were part of a breakaway group that sprinted to the finish yesterday in the
Tour de France’s first China Criterium in Shanghai, which Contador said
would be his last race. “It definitely brings an end to an era with Alberto’s

retirement,” said Froome, who won the race in another display of
dominance after winning a fourth Tour title this year. “(Contador)
has been a big rival to me for so many years and in some ways
I’m definitely going to miss him, and in some ways I’m not,” the
Briton said, cracking a smile. “He has animated so many races the

last few years and the public are going to miss seeing him race.”
The 34-year-old Contador announced in August that he would hang
up his spurs this year, ending a career in which he became just the

sixth rider to win all three grand tours.—AFP

LONDON:  Warren Gatland hinted yesterday that he would be open to
leading the British and Irish Lions on their tour of South Africa in 2021
just two weeks after ruling out another stint in charge. Earlier this
month the 54-year-old New Zealander-whose side drew 1-1 with the All
Blacks in the three-Test series earlier this year-said the negativity and
the personal nature of the attacks on him in the Kiwi media had worn
him down.  “I’m done. I hated the tour. I did. I just hated the press and
the negativity in New Zealand,” he said. But the Wales coach has
relaxed that stance and admitted he could be tempted to complete the
set of tours, having also led the Lions to victory in Australia in 2013. “It’s
a hard job to turn down and walk away from,” Gatland said in an inter-
view with The Mail yesterday. “I made those comments about not want-
ing to do it again because I was pretty hurt. As far as me coaching the
Lions again, never say never.” Gatland also responded to Sean O’Brien’s
stinging attack on the coaching team in New Zealand. —AFP
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MEXICO CITY: Ferrari’s Sebastian Vettel seized his 50th
Formula One pole position at the Mexican Grand Prix on
Saturday with title rival  Lewis Hamilton third on the grid
and poised for a fourth world championship. 

The German now has a great chance to win yesterday’s
race, barring any recurrence of Ferrari’s recent reliability
problems, but he also knows the title outcome is out of his
hands. Hamilton has a 66-point lead over Vettel, a four-
times champion, and the Mercedes driver will become
Britain’s first quadruple title holder with two races to spare
if he finishes fifth. “It depends on Lewis. For us, we go all
out. We deserve a good result so let’s see what we can do
tomorrow,” Vettel told reporters.   Hamilton, last year’s
winner from pole, had expected a difficult session and
congratulated the German on his milestone.

“I tried to deny him but it wasn’t to be. It was a difficult
session and it has been a difficult weekend,” said the
Briton, who holds the all-time record of 72 pole positions
and was chasing his 10th of the season.

“They did a great job and their car was working better
than ours this weekend, but I am still there in the fight,”
added the 32-year-old, who feared overtaking would be
difficult at the high-altitude Autodromo Hermanos

Rodriguez. Red Bull’s Max Verstappen, who had looked
like becoming the sport’s youngest pole-sitter until Vettel’s
late final lap of one minute 16.488 seconds, qualified
alongside Vettel on the front row. Hamilton was 0.446 sec-
onds off Vettel’s time.

STEWARDS INVESTIGATION
Verstappen had risked losing his front-row slot after

being summoned to the stewards for allegedly impeding
Hamilton’s team mate Valtteri Bottas in the second phase
of the session, but they decided to take no further action.

The Dutch driver, who has had several run-ins with
stewards and was demoted from third to fourth after last
weekend’s US  Grand Prix for exceeding track limits, was
already frustrated not to be starting from the top slot.
“Second is good but not given the way it went. I really
wanted that pole position,” said the 20-year-old, who
played down the incident. “It’s his own problem if he out-
brakes himself at the next corner. I was on the inside and
didn’t hold him up,” he told Sky Sports television. “I moved
to the inside and was past the point where you go to the
right. I don’t see an incident.” Bottas, who said Verstappen
had definitely ruined his lap, will start alongside Hamilton
in fourth place with Ferrari’s Kimi Raikkonen fifth.

French driver Esteban Ocon qualified sixth and ahead
of Force India team mate and local hero Sergio Perez, who
will line up a disappointing 10th. The two team mates had
several spats earlier in the season, with Ocon accusing the
Mexican of trying to kill him at the Belgian Grand Prix in
August and receiving death threats on social media.

The pair have subsequently mended fences and Perez
has called on his fans to show respect to his team mate.
Australian Daniel Ricciardo qualified seventh with the
Renault pairing of Nico Hulkenberg and Carlos Sainz in
eighth and ninth.—Reuters
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CARDIFF: Anthony Joshua, right, celebrates victory over Carlos Takam, left, after the IBF World
Heavyweight Title, IBO World Heavyweight Title and WBA Super World Heavyweight Title bout at the
Principality Stadium, Cardiff, Wales. — AP

KUALA LUMPUR: Andrea Dovizioso won a rainy
Malaysian Grand Prix yesterday to keep the
MotoGP title race alive as Marc Marquez’s corona-
tion was delayed with a fourth place finish. Italian
Dovizioso overtook team mate Jorge Lorenzo with
four laps remaining to claim his sixth win of the cam-
paign at Sepang circuit and give Ducati a 1-2 finish
for the first time this year.

Johann Zarco grabbed third on his non-works
Yamaha, nursing a soft rear tyre to the finish, frus-
trating Marquez’s hopes of sealing his fourth
MotoGP title with a race to spare. Dovizioso’s win is
only likely to stall the championship leader’s triumph
for another two weeks as Honda-riding Marquez will
take a 21-point lead over the Italian into the final
race in Valencia.

Reigning champion Marquez moved to 282
points and with 25 up for grabs in Spain, should
wrap up the title if his bike stays on two wheels.
Stranger things have happened, however, and 31-
year-old Dovizioso was not ruling out his chances
of a maiden title.

“Everything can happen during the weekend, and
you never know about the weather,” he told
reporters. “We know it’s difficult but we are
relaxed. We are going to Valencia in a relaxed way
and will try to do the maximum.” Dovizioso started
third on the grid behind pole-sitter Dani Pedrosa
yet it was Marquez charging into the lead with a
brilliant start from seventh. He was forced to turn
wide, however, and fell quickly back to third behind
Zarco and Lorenzo.

Dovizioso had the roughest start but roared past
Marquez on the fourth lap and kept the Spaniard at
bay thereafter. Lorenzo made his move on Zarco mid-
way through the 20-lap race and Dovizioso followed
him moments later, leaving the two Ducatis to duel for
the win. With Marquez holding down fourth behind
Zarco, Dovizioso needed to deal with his three-times
world champion team mate to be assured of taking the
title fight to Valencia. With the controversial whiff of
team orders in the muggy Malaysian air, Dovizioso
drew ever closer to Lorenzo and was gifted the lead
with four laps to go when the Spaniard skidded at turn
15 and very nearly came to grief. Dovizioso swept past
and held on for a 0.743 second-win, perhaps safe in
the knowledge that there would be no further duelling
from his team mate.

Pedrosa finished fifth for Honda ahead of Danilo
Petrucci on a non-works Ducati. Italian great
Valentino Rossi finished seventh on his Yamaha.  In
the Moto2 category, Kalex rider Franco Morbidelli
sewed up the championship before the race was
even run after the Italian’s nearest challenger Thomas
Luthi was forced to pull out after breaking a foot
during qualifying. Morbidelli finished third in the
race, with KTM’s Miguel Oliveira taking the win.
Joan Mir, already crowned champion, won the Moto3
category. — Reuters
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SEPANG: Ducati Team’s Italian rider Andrea
Dovizioso celebrates on the podium after winning
the Malaysia MotoGP at the Sepang International
circuit in Sepang yesterday. — AFP

MEXICO CITY: Red Bull driver Max Verstappen, left, Ferrari driver Sebastian Vettel, center, and Mercedes driver
Lewis Hamilton, right, pose on the stand after placing for the pole position for the Formula One Mexico Grand
Prix auto race at the Hermanos Rodriguez racetrack in Mexico City. —AP
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